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taf lu X
Twin Amber Flashing Unit
featuring i gen technology
Configurations
•Key Operated •Bluetooth Timer
•Magnetic Wand •Cloud Based
•Variable Timer •Power Consumption 4.2W
•Master Slave Function
Body Material - 5mm thick black ABS
Lens material - 3mm thick clear polycarbonate
Access - Hinged rear with anti-vandal fixings
Flasher - Reliable Solid State
Lights - 2 X 48 LED lamp cluster
IP Rating - IP64
IK Rating - IK10

Smarter Environment, Smarter Working, Smarter Technology
i gen was conceived with the aim to provide cost effective smart solutions, giving
flexibility and the capability to keep pace with the evolving demands of smart cities.
Unlike other CMS systems i gen provides additional functionality with its Smart Bus
allowing custom features to solve individual challenges. Our cloud based
monitoring dashboard has leveraged expertise by utilising proven technology and
experience in conjunction with the Hill & Smith Group, plus additional bespoke
features developed within the Mallatite team. Our market leading technology offers
real-time monitoring and data logging of your assets.
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i gen technology can be accessed using a device that features a compatible Internet
browser such as laptops, smart phones and tablets. This remote connection allows
the user to communicate with traffic products. This is perfect for programming traffic
safety equipment in areas such as schools where varying terms and times apply.
This enables office based smart working, reducing the costs and removing health &
safety concerns when teams are required onsite for maintenance of street furniture.
Should a fault occur a notification either by text or email will be sent to the
nominated user to alert them should urgent action be required.
i gen is also the foundation for new products such as the taflu X and will provide the
backbone of Mallatite future developments beyond the normal traffic products,
providing fully integrated solutions.

If you would like to find out more or to arrange a visit from
our specialist i gen consultants. Please visit our website or
contact us on the details below
Think Smart, Work Smart, Stay Safe.

www.mallatite.co.uk
Oldbury: 0121 557 0234
Chesterfield: 01246 593 280
Scotland: 0141 812 5121
oldbury@mallatite.co.uk
Scotland@mallatite.co.uk
sales@mallatite.co.uk

